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Dear friends and
colleagues...

Th'Last Chance Project
Pairing Troubled Teens and

Shelter Dogs in the Community

John C. New

The annual meeting ofthe
AVMA is fasr approaching
and once again, the program
pur rogether by your Associa
rion will be fearured. The
Human-Animal Bond pro
gram will beTuesday, July 22
(aU day) and Wednesday, July
23 (morning) in Room C10S
ar rhe Colorado Convenrion
Cenrer. Elsewhere in this newsletter are de
rails on the program ropies and speakers. I urge
all of you ro attend this special program. (See
page 13 for a schedule.)

MESSAGE
FROM THE
PRESIDENT

&; in the past, the program will start with
a rribure ro Dr. Leo Busrad, scientisr, pioneer
in the promotion of the human-animal bond,
and friend of many members in the Associa
rion. Dr. Bonnie Beaver will give rhe Busrad
Memorial Lecrure on Globalizarion of the
Human-Animal Bond. Bonnie is uniquely
qualified ro share such a vision as an early pro
ponenr of the bond, clinical professor, and a
leader in organized vererinary medicine. The
program will explore nor only the benefirs of
human-animal inreracrions bur prepare us ro
plan for orne ofthe risks. Dr. Michael Lappin,
always a popular speaker ar vererinary meer
ings will discuss zoonoric diseases and the
immunocompromised cliem. Dr. Marie

uthers-McCabe (AAHABV Presidenr-elect)
and Dr. Meli a Hum will provide insighr inro
the menral and emotional implications of the
bond. The risk ro animals will be explored by
Dr. Cindy Ono in the conrexr of medical sur

Continued on page 10

The Last Chance Project is a re earch project in which we are evalu

ating an intervention to improve adoption and prevent relinquishment of

shelter dogs through behavioral training. pecifically, dogs from a commu

nity animal shelter, the Fauquier SPCA, will be "fostered" in an adole cent

substance abuse treatment facility, or group home. One dog will live with

the group-home clients for 4 weeks and the clients will train the dog in

basic obedience (e.g., sit, stay, come, and heel). The clients will first be

educated in behavioral training by Dr. Phyllis Giroux, DVM, CAe. After

this training period, the animal will be adopted our to a family in the com

munity, through the animal shelter, and a new dog will begin the training

process in the group home. Learning these basic commands should im

prove the animal's chances of being adopted and prevent it from future

Continued on page 12
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LETTER FROM THE Dr. Mane Suthers-McCabe
GUEST EDITOR President-Elect AAHABV

•

•

•
those who might benefit
from a better understand
ing of the
interconnectedness of
cruelty to animals and a
capacity for interpersonal
violence. Presentations
were made to a wide
variety of participants to
increase this understand-
ing. Participants included legislators, animal-control officers,
law-enforcement personnel and supervisors, prosecutors and
members of the judiciary, workers in child welfare and
domestic violence, academicians, veterinarians, veterinary
students and the public at large. This topic has been added to
the curriculum at the VMRCVM through lectures given in
core courses and in dedicated rounds for interns. I also
present this lecture series annually to the vet students at the
Washington State College ofVeterinary Medicine. You will
find in this issue an article about Grace the cat who inspired
the forma~ion of a community coalition through CENTAUR
and the Virginia Parmership for Animal Welfare and Support
(VA PAWS).

CENTAUR also focuses on animal assisted activities in
long term care facilities. Animal-assisted activities provide
opportunities for motivational, educational, recreational,
and/or therapeutic benefits that enhance quality of life and
are delivered in a variety of therapeutic environments in
association with animals. Facilities across the state are
potentially adopting these kinds of activities without the
appropriate training. Therefore, presentations were made to
residents and administrators at long term care facilities, to
veterinarians and to student volunteers to provide training
on the appropriate application of animal-assisted activities.
In this issue you will find an article on 4-H Pet Pals, a
program developed as a joint effort between myself and
Lucinda Miller of Ohio State. The 4-H Pet Pals project
utilizes the natural bond between youth and animals to
promote positive youth development. Applying the power of
the human-animal bond, 4-H volunteers teach youth the
skills needed to interact with residents in assisted living and
nursing home facilities, thereby enhancing intergenerational
relationships. Youth learn to prepare and train their pets to
enrich the lives of residents while also learning about animal
behavior, proper pet care and animal handling techniques.

CENTAUR operates a Pet Loss SuPPOrt Hotline. This
hotline, described further in this issue, provides an opportu
nity for srudents to acquire basic helping skills, to interact
with pet owners in a supportive role, and to gain a better

Continued on page 13

The Center for Animal Hwnan Relationships (CENTAUR)
At the Virginia-Maryland Regional College

OfVeterinary Medicine (VMRCVM)

The Bridge Between Veterinary
Medicine and Human Health

The Center for Animal Human Relationships was estab
lished in 1999 to promote collaboration between the human
and veterinary medicine communities through research,
education, and service. OUf vision was to establish a joint
academic center between the Virginia-Maryland Regional
College ofVeterinary Medicine and the Medical College of
Virginia at Virginia Commonwealth University MCV-VCO)
for the study of the animal-human interface. This provides a
formal structure for work currently under way, as well as future
projects, and increases public visibility of these efforts. This
has all been made possible by the generosity of the Dorothy A

Metcalf Foundation of the Eastern
Shore in Maryland.

The Center for Animal Human
Relationships promotes the
convergence of human and

veterinary medicine through
education. The VMRCVM and MCV

VCU joined in a collaborative effort to create a series of three
symposia to explore linkages between human and veterinary
medicine. These well arrended symposia were:

• "Beneficial Effects ofAnimal Companionship on Human
Health & Well-being"

• "Educating Physicians and Veterinarians on the Risks of
Human-Animal Interactions to Human Health and Well
being"

• "Comparative Oncology"
CE TAUR has many areas of focus. One of these areas is

the Human-Animal Bond and Disasters. ociety's increasing
acceptance of companion animals as family members creates
new challenges with evacuation and instruction compliance in
the face of a disaster. CENTAUR seeks to improve public
health through service and education by providing safe
solutions that promote the human-animal bond. In this issue
you will find an article on my experience as a VMAT Veteri
nary Medical Officer at the World Trade Center disaster and an
abstract from a research study on bomb sniffing dogs that I was
inspired to conduct following this experience.

Pets and Family Violence is another focus within the many
areas of CENTAUR. Despite decades of scientific research, the
link between violence against animals and violence against
people has not been integrated into the training or thinlcing of
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The Role Of
Handler Personality

Traits In The
Performance Of Canine

Explosives Detection
Teams

By Marie Suthers-McCabe, D. V.M andAndrea L. Henderson

Marie Suthers-McCabe, D.v.M.,
President Elect of AAHABV, is an
Associate Professor of Human
Companion Animal Interaction and
Director of the Center for Animal
Human Relationships (CENTAUR) at
the Virginia-Maryland Regional
College of Veterinary Medicine,
Virginia Tech. Andrea L. Henderson is
a rising Junior at the Virginia-Maryland
Regional College of Veterinary
Medicine.

The terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 have awakened a need for greater national security, particularly
concerning the detection of explosive devices. The use of canine teams for bomb detection may playa critical role in
disaster prevention for police departments and airports around the country. It is es ential that both the canine and
handler components of these teams operate effectively as a unit, yet there is an identified need for improvement in this
area among today's working teams. Currently, many agencies assign dogs to their handlers according to such criteria as
seniority or rank. However, it is possible that the performance of canine teams could be enhanced ifhandler-to-dog
matching and selection were based more on elements of human-animal companionship. Personality compatibility
between the two members of a canine detection team may fine-rune important aspects of a search mission, such as the
dog's understanding of commands and the handler's ability to interpret rhe subtle behavioral changes of his parmer.

The objective of this study was to observe in an exploratory fashion whether any pattern may occur between
elements of handler personality and canine performance in detection of explosives. uch information may provide a
direction for further, larger-scale studies with the goal of optimizing the selection of handlers for canine explo ive
detection teams. This experiment involved assessing personality traits of four canine-detection team handlers using the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Eysenck Personalty Inventory. The performance of the dogs assigned to these
handlers was evaluated in previously collected data, and wa analyzed with re pect to the personality te t resultS.
Comparisons showed that the dogs of Handler A, the only subject to test as introverted on the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator, achieved a lower level of overall performance when observed
together. Similarly, Handler C was the only subject to test as judging
worked with dogs that were consistently highest in overall performance.
However, these observations were not continuous acros handlers and across
all sets of trials in which canine detection capabilities were determined. 0

possible correlations were seen between the results of the Eysenck Per onal
ity Inventory and the canine performance parameters. In addition to the
notable observations regarding introversion and judging, this study revealed
several questions that must be addres ed. The potential value of further
information of this type indicates that future, large-scale studies on the
subject of explosives detection canine-handler compatibility would be
extremely worthwhile.
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Human/Companion Animal Expert
On Scene at the WTC Disaster

ear to the dog handlers."
The handlers, she says, usu

ally came directly to them
from working the pile and
wanted to talk about what
they'd seen.

The depressing aura of
the site threatened to over
whelm the workers, and

Suthers-McCabe says she
and her colleagues worked
hard to maintain as much

of an upbeat mood as pos
sible. "We put red, white,

and blue bandannas on the
dogs, and [gave them] a few

toys that came in a box of
dog supplies. The handlers
loved the toys so much that
1sent an e-mail request for

more. A box of toys came
through a few days later

with a police escort!"

This was just one ex
ample McCabe saw of

Americans' generosi ty.
When someone at the site

put out a call for boories for

the dogs' paws, she says,
"Everyone in the narion, 1

think, sent booties! We had a mountain of

boories. orne were homemade; it was amaz
ing."

uthers-McCabe says she was glad to be

able to use her skills at a time when help
was so desperately needed. "It's something

that changes you. It makes you realize, 'let's
get our prioriries straight.'''

Special thanks to Virginia Tech Magazine Edi

tor Sherri Bithell for her contributions.

Jeffrey S. Douglas is the Director of Public

Relations at the Virginia-Maryland Regional

College of Veterinary Medicine, Virginia Tech.

team members were trying to locate a dog
on the American Expre Building site to

administer fluids to it, "we were using a
map of ew York City saying, 'Where is

this building supposed to be?'"
For a dozen 12-hour days, uthers

McCabe and her team tended to the dogs,
which had to be examined and washed

each rime they came off the rubble pile.

he also helped look after the mental
health of the dogs' handler. "I was cho

sen because ofmy background on the hu
man-animal bond," she explains. "They

wanted me to be able to lend a listening

Helping care for the search-and rescue

dogs at the WTC ite was uthers

McCabe's first assignment. "I was figuring
my fust deploymenr would be a hurricane
or a flood," she muses, "not this. You can't

imagine how difficult this was psychologi
cally. You don't know unless you've been

there. It's all around you-in your periph

eral vision, everywhere."

It was also disorienting, she notes. When

The events of eptember ByJ4frry S. Douglas

11,2001 changed the lives of =;:::;;;;;:;:;;;:::~:====~=======::::=====:-.
every American, suddenly
and irrevocably. For Dr.
Marie uthers-McCabe, ex

tension specialist human/ani
mal interacrion, it meant say

ing goodbye to her ten
month old son and her hus
band and leaving almost im
mediately for Ground Zero in

ew York City.
There, as a member ofVet

erinary Medical Assistance
Team 2, she spent almost two

weeks caring for the assis
tance dogs that played such a

critical role in the search, re 
cue, and recovery effort.

uthers-McCabe, who
leads the college's Center for
Animal-Human Relation

ships and supervi es the
university's Pet Loss upporr

Hotline, had been a member
of VMAT since 1999. Like

Disaster Medical Assistance
Teams (DMAT ) and Disas

ter Morruary Operational

Response Teams
(DMORTs), the VMAT: are
part of the arional Di aster Medical y

tern, which is coordinated by the Depart
ment of Health and Human ervices.



PET LOSS

SUPPORT

HOTLINE
Since late 1995 a group of specially trained vetetinary

students have staffed a "Pet Loss Support Hotline" at the

Virginia-Maryland Regional College ofVeterinary Medicine

(VMRCVM).

Only a pet ownet fully understands the powerful and

unique telationship berween a person and their companion

animal. When that relationship is ended through death or loss,

it can cause severe emotional distress for the bereaved. We now

realize that the death of a pet can be a traumatic, life-changing

event. In fact, expertS believe that the grief experienced by

people upon the death of a pet parallels that which is experi

enced upon the death of a person, with similar stages of denial,

anger, depression and finally, acceptance.

Yet many bereaved pet owners struggle while attempting to

come to terms with their grief. Their sen e of 10 s may be

intensified by feelings that their fumilies and friends can't

understand the special nature

of the relationship they had

with their pet. They may

question the legitimacy of

their relationship with their

former pet and feel confused

by the overwhelming en e of

grief, guilt or loss they feel.

Some bereaved pet owners

complicate their journey

through the grieving process

by botcling up their emotions,

refusing to recognize their

emotions, or belitcling

Fiv~

themselves for feeling such profound grief upon the death of

their pet. Even well-intentioned friends and relatives can

complicate the grieving process with careless comments. Death

is a part of life, and grief is a normal part of the healing

process. Time, understanding, uPPOrt and compassion can

help a bereaved pet owner come to terms with their loss.

With their demonstrated love and concern for animals and

natural compassion for people, veterinary students are well

uited to serve as understanding and comforting listener for

those who are struggling with the 10 s of a pet. The e student

volunteers have been trained in telephone facilitation kills by

psychologists who pecialize in pet 10 and grief issues. They

understand the pain and loss experienced by bereaved pet

owners.

tudent volunteer staff the VMRCVM Pet 10 s UppOIt

Hotline on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from six to nine

p.m. The telephone number for the service is 540-231-8038.

Messages can be left at any time and a return call will be made

as soon as possible. The student are also trained to refer to

professional counselors, individuals who seem to be experienc

ing an abnormal and disabling adjustment. At the same time

that these student volunteer are helping bereaved pet owner

with this difficult tran ition, they are acquiring important

skills and learning more about an area that is extremely

important for veterinarians.
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Dogs In Jail!
The Animal-Human Bond

At the Bland Correctional Facility

By Elizabeth ~n Voorhees, M.A.

The fir t time Angie and I walked acros the prison yard to
meet the inmate "puppy-rrainer" we were to interview, we both
kept our eye carefully trained on the ground to avoid any eye
contact with the prisoners milling around in the yard. As
graduate students psychology at Virginia Tech, neither of us
knew exactly what to expect when Dt. Suthers-McCabe of

E TAUR asked us to be co-investigators in her study. Over
the next few weeks we were to spend several hours interviewing
inmate "puppy-rrainer " in the t. Francis ofAssisi Service Dog
Foundation Pri on PUP program, and we had come prepared
with question and a structured diagno tic
interview. What we weren't prepared for,
however, was the stories we were to hear
about the profound telationships that had
developed between 6-month-old-puppie
and men who had, in their pastS, commit
ted crimes ranging from armed robbery to
murder. Within minutes of beginning our
first interview we lost our fear of these
"prisoners," and over the next few weeks
we learned abour how these animal had
allowed the e inmates to once again get in
touch with what it meant to be human.

For the e men, most of whom had lived
lives of abu e, punishment, and bad
choice, the opportunity to rrain a dog
using positive reinforcement techniques is a blessing. They are
able to form connections with the e animal that they have
been denied in prison, and ometimes for their entire lives.
Jo eph' is a large, intimidating man who has survived 32 year
of incarceration. During hi time he has been to many
different prisons and has witnes ed incredible violence,
including evere physical abuse and rape of other inmate.
Jo eph de cribed the effectS pri on has had on him: "I've
learned you've got to have two per onalities in the pen. You
can't be nice, or you get used ... When you just get thrown into
that environment, it has to change you." His approach to
dealing with thi has been to avoid interacting with other as
much as po sible, and he describes himself as having no
meaningfUl attachmentS in ide or outSide of prison.

In hi pup, however, thi man found a creature he could love
and rruse. He told us that it may be harder on him than on
mo t of the other inmates when hi dog moves on becau e of
hi lack of attachmentS to other people. He knows that the dog
will be going on to erve a greater purpose, and this will make
his 10 bearable. "I may cry and tick my head under the

pillow for a few weeks, but I'll survive it, like everything else."
At the time we were interviewing Joseph, his dog was

recovering from a minor surgery. He related a recent incident
when she was whining at 3 in the morning after her surgery,
and he woke up, turned on the TV; and laid down on the floor
with her to comfort her. The next thing he knew, he had been
on the floot comforting her and petting her for 2 hours, and it
was soon to be daylight. He stayed with his dog longer, until it
wa time for him to begin his day. A few minutes later he told
us that he believes the dogs allow the inmates to express their
"essence." Despite his armed robberies, threatening demeanor,
and lack of trust, this inmate had demonstrated through his
dog that his "essence" could be compassionate.

Tills inmate's sentiment was echoed in the behavior of
another inmate who is not ditectly involved in the program.
John, another of the puppy-rrainers, described how he had
observed that an inmate who ran daily laps around the
compound seemed to be especially interested in his dog when
he had him out, but the inmate had never approached him.

One day the man stopped running and
walked over to the puppy-raiser and his dog
and said, "I have been wanting to touch that
dog. Can I pet your dog?" John agreed, and
the inmate petted the dog. He then said,
"You know, that dog will never leave you. He
won't leave you like people will. That dog will
be your best friend to the end, and he won't
betray you." He then went back to running
his laps. John commented that he knew the
dog was not going to cure that inmate, nor
erase whatever pain and betrayal he had
suffered. But at least for that moment while
he was petting the dog, he experienced some
connection and orne relie(

The Prison PUP Program is somewhat
unusual in its timing, in that the current trend in corrections is
often to impose as much deprivation and "punishment" as
possible. For example, Pell Grant have recently been made
unavailable to inmates, making it difficult Ot impossible for
inmate interested in pursuing their education behind bars to
do so. This approach to the treatment of prisoners can't help
but to feed the anger and resentment these men feel toward a
society that has rejected them. Angie and I had no idea what to
expect from men who had been incarcerated in such an
environment for half their lives, but who had volunteered to
spend 24 hour a day for the next year training a puppy for a
di abled per on. It's been almo t a year now since our first
interview. What we have learned is that those men who have
been successfUl in the program have done 0 by re-Iearning how
to be humans in a dehumanizing system, through the experi
ence of loving and training their dog.

Elizabeth Van Voorhees, M.A., is a Graduate Research Assistant in
the Laboratory for the Study of Trauma and Aggression, Department
of Psychology, Virginia Tech.
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Family Pet Adoption Day
By Lila Borge Wills and Cameron Pickett

Six local animal welfare organizations partnered with the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary
Medicine to hold the first regional "Family Pet Adoption Day" in the New River Valley, on Saturday, ovember
9,2002 on the veterinary school campus. The focus of the event was to give homeless pets more exposure to the
public in hopes of finding loving, forever homes. Other equally important objectives were to partner with local
animal welfare organizations in achieving similar goals, educate the public with regard to the value of permanent
identification on their pet (microchips), raise awareness of animal welfare issues and goals among and provide
valuable experience to the veterinary students participating in the event. The effort was successful with 64010 of
animals having applications on them at the end of the day. This pilot project was the first in the area and the
organizations that participated were Floyd County Humane Society (FCHS), VA Partnership for Animal Welfare
and Support (VA PAWS), Dalmatian Rescue of SW VA, Giles Animal Rescue, Pound Pals of Radford, and the
Assisi Veterinary Clinics ofVA, Inc.

In addition, the veterinary school enlisted participation from veterinary student clubs and volunteers. The
students completed a full examination of each adoptable pet. Prior to the event, each animal was examined by a
veterinarian, vaccinated, tested for disease and spayed or neurered. The on-site student exam were to fully in ure
each animal's health and adoptability before being officially accepted into the event. There were approximately 20
veterinary students on hand to do examinations and help with the microchipping of dogs. All animal were
examined and many were treated for parasites, including fleas and variou specie of GI para ites.

The Angels ofAssisi Spay Shuttle, a mobile spay/neuter veterinary clinic, was on-site for the adoption event.
The mobile unit was available for limited tours and also provided a safe examination area for the veterinary
students. The organization provided two veterinary technicians to assist with the exams and fecal tests, which
proved ro be invaluable. The Organization also provided the newly built adoption trailer for hou ing some of the
adoptable pets. This unit is furnished with cage space for small dogs and cat with an ourside viewing window,
and acts as a wonderful resource for animal welfare groups when hosting adoption events.

Potential adopters interested in a particular pet were required to fill out an application. In addition, the
veterinary students performed in-person interview with the applicants to assist the local group with creening. If
the applicant was suitable for approval to adopt, the organization fostering the pet would check references and
complete a home visit prior to placing the animal. Therefore, animals were not released to their new owner the
day of the event, but were placed only after completing the final screening procedures.

The event was well attended by the public with over 150 people coming co the adoption day. The majority of
comments from the public were positive and supportive. More than 40 volunteers from the participating group
assisted with the event planning and coordination of the effort. Five of the six animal welfare group brought
animals to include in the adoptathon. In total, 47 animals were on-site and included in the event. There were 27
dogs and 20 cats at the event.

Potential adopters filled out 24 applications. orne of the applicant applied for more than one fo ter animal,
and in total nearly 30 animals (our of 47 tOtal) had some level of interest from the public, therefore 64% of the
animals had a potential new home as a result of the event. Fourteen of the animals were adopted re ulting from
thi effort, which translate into a 30% adoption rate. We feel that for the fir t regional adoption event, this was a
successful occasion, and even our very own Dr. Surher -McCabe participated by bringing home a new canine
friend!

Lila Borge Wills a Research Assistant in the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife of the Conservation Management Institute at Virginia
Tech and President of the Virginia Partnership for Animal Welfare and Support. Cameron Pickett IS a rising Junior In the Virginla
Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Animal Assisted Therapy in Education Certificate Program

Kelly A. Fannin is an Adjunct

Faculty with Columbus State

Community College, Ohio, in

the Multi-Competency Health

....~Technology.

The third quarter, MULT 178- Animals and Nature,

Therapeutic Programs, gives us twice as many class days and

you will find us out of the classroom visiting either the Franklin

Park Conservetory & Botanical Garden, Dawes Arboretum, or

planring our own flowers. A field trip on a weekend to The

Wilds or Columbus Zoo brings nature as close as possible to

those of us living in the urban world. During this quarter we

squeeze in the Delta Society's Pet Parmers Program and drive

about an hour to Lancaster, Ohio, to visit Helping Hooves, an

Equine Therapy Program. Oh yes, we also continue our

"practice" of the visitation process with a second visit to the

YWCA and the same eldercare nursing facility.

Now that you have an understanding of what we do in the

class, I must brag about my students this year. I have never had

such a diverse population of students in the four years I have

taught the program. I have two students who are majoring in

Massage Therapy, quite a few students who are involved in

the Veterinary Technology Program, four educators (from

K-12), and one student who has almost completed the

Mental Health-Chemical Dependency Program at

Columbus State Community College. On'e of the

educators (retired) is the volunteer coordinator at Citizens

for Humane Action, a non-pront, no-kill animal shelter,

has teamed up with another educator (met in my

classroom) from Westerville City Schools to have the

students in a special needs program participate in basic

obedience training and socialization of the canine

residents with the shelter during the school day

as part of their curriculum. I have truly had

the best opportunity of my lifetime in the

education of this class and am

hoping the students have

gained as much from their

class this quarter as I have.

By Kelly Fannin

The Columbus State Community College's Animal Assisted whose animals may need wotk in the area of socialization or

Therapy in Education Certificate Program has been in exist- who may have food and toy issues. We "practice" the visitation

ence for approximately 7 years. During that time, over 80 process at the local YWCA and an eldercare nursing facility.

students have received the certificate educating them in the

human-arumal bond.

The three quarter sequence certificate covers a wide range of

topics. As the field of human-animal interaction evolves, so will

the program, to meet the changing need of those individuals

who are intere ted in the human-animal bond and all the

related benefi ts.

The second quarter, MULT 179- Companion

Animals and Health, delves into the Biophilia

Hypothesis and how all humans have an innate

tendency to relate to nature, Heraclitean

Motion - a discussion of how certain

comforting motion help soothe the

savage beast, a lesson on stress- how

tress physiologically affects our body in

negarive ways and how to de-stress

your life. The lesson on Animal

Assisted Therapy and Animal Assisted

Activity covers their differences and the

similarities. We also cover the

Tuskegee Behavioral Test, the Delta

ociety Pet Parmers Test, the

Therapy Dogs International

Test, and the AKC Canine

Good Citizen Test. We

begin the quarter with a

"Pet Party" to determine

In the fust quarter, MULT 181- Introduction to Human

Animal Interaction, we tart with the basics of domestication, a

lesson on the psychological, physical, physiological and psycho

social benefits of humans and animals interacting with one

another, explore the difference in assistance animals (not juSt

canines anymore!), develop an understanding of the importance

of socialization of cats and dogs, and dive deep into the subject

of grief, understanding that the same grief you experience when

a loved one dies is the same griefyou experience when a

companion animal dies and can be harder to work

through.



Junior Vet
Science

Camp Offers
Education to Youth

By Cameron Pickett

Last summer four members of the
Virginia-Maryland Regional College of

Veterinary Medicine, Dr. Korrin Saker,

DVM, Dr. Marie Suthers-McCabe,
DVM and Dr. Terri Dudis, DVM, and

I, had the unique opportunity to help
educate children in the Roanoke Area

about veterinary medicine. Junior Vet

Science Camp is an annual week-long

program offered by the Roanoke Sci
ence Museum. Started several years ago
by Dr. Korrin Saker, this camp has
grown increasingly more popular and
includes children from all ages who

come to learn about veterinary medi
Cine.

Each day ofthe week included a spe

cial topic. Monday focused specifically

on dog and cat care, where we brought

in our own pets and taught the chil
dren about physical exams, parasite

control and heartworms, while using
our pets as visual aids. In this way, the

children not only learned about aspects

of dog and cat care, but could also see

exactly what proper animal care would
entail by using real pets.

Tuesday included a fieldtrip to the
veterinary school where the campers

went on tours of the college and then

headed to one of the labs to learn about

aspects of anatomy and surgery.

A sample surgery room helped the

campers appreciate the experience of
surgery and anesthesia, while they prac

ticed sterile techniques of gowning in

for surgery. Later in the afternoon, we

traveled to the aquatic center ofthe col

lege and a nearby farm that housed its

very own bee keeping facility and avi
ary.

Wednesday was Pocket Pet and Ecol
ogy Day where students came in to see
real life examples of pocket pets and to

receive special "Critter Card" packets
that gave specific details on various

pocket pets from rats to snakes and

turtles.

Throughout the week, caterpillars il

lustrated the different life-stages of the
butterfly as they cocooned in their cor

ner and children made and assembled
butterfly houses to place in their own

gardens. Thursday included a fieldtrip
to a nearby farm where the owner

breeds Percheron horses.

Throughout the day there were tours
of the farm in a horse-drawn carriage

and students were taught many aspects

of equine care to include grooming,
physical exams, parasite control and

foot care.

Campers also had the chance to wit

ness and learn about agility training.

Friday focused on Emergency Care and

Surgery where campers learned about

shock and even practiced different ban

daging techniques and surgical skills!

Over the years, Dr. Saker had used
her creativity to make and assemble dif
ferent stuffed animal "patients" that re
quired surgical care. For example, there
was a snake with a foreign body (a pair

ofglasses and some dentures!), a turtle

with an abscess (vanilla pudding!) and

a damaged shell, a pig who needed a
C-section where the little piglets were

tucked inside the uterus (a palpation
glove!), a blocked cat with a distended

bladder (a water balloon!), and a dog

that had been in a skiing accident.
Junior Vet Science Camp was a tre

mendous success for all involved. I

would like to especially acknowledge

Dr. aker for her efforts in initiating

and running the camp by herself for so
many years! It is truly a wonderful op

portunity where children can experi

ence veterinary medicine firsthand and

understand why so many of us have

decided on this path as our lifelong pro
fession!

Cameron Pickett is a rising Junior in the Vir
ginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary
Medicine.
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Saving Grace
By Lila Borge Wills

.Ii at least cwo days, Grace lay in the cold dark place,
alone and in excruciating pain. Maimed and stuffed into a six
pack size cooler, the young cat was cossed into a field and left for
dead. On March 2, 2001 as he passed by the field on the out
skirrs of hristiansburg, VA, a farmer's attention was caught by
an odd site... thi same, blood smeared cooler on cop ofwhich sat
a cat. Hi curiosity aroused, he looked inside. Grace lay curled up
with a rope tied around her neck, her eyes a bloodied mess of
tissue. In desperate hope of saving her life, the farmer cook the
injured cat co a local veterinarian.

The next week was difficult for Grace. She went through cwo
surgerie on her everely damaged eyes. The first entailed Sutur
ing the eyelids shut, in part co lend suPPOrt co the protruding,
traumatized eyes. Later, having been given a few days co heal and
lots oflove and affection, Grace was taken to the Virginia Mary
land Regional College ofVeterinary Medicine in Blacksburg for a
thorough exam by the re idem ophthalmologist. A second sur
gery was performed. With no hope of restoring her sight, both
eye were removed. Their presence would only cause further pain
and possible infection.

The following week, Grace rerurned to the Vererinary chool
for a follow-up examination. Her rail was found co be broken in
everal places. This injury had previously gone unnoticed since
he had not been walking around. Pathology reports confirmed

the enucleated eye ti sue held residue from "BB" gun pellets.

Grace stayed at her caretaker's home snug, warm, well on
the road to recovery, and adored by everyone whose life she has
couched. he was even nicknamed 'The Magic Cat' by the 01
lege veterinary tam Everyone wanted co touch her and cuddle
with her co feel the aura ofgentleness and love she emanated. he
remains a truly remarkable creature whose pirit has never wa
vered and whose greatest pleasure is co be held and loved.

The local heriff's deparrment immediately srarred an inves-

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Conllnued from page 1

veillance of dogs used in search-and-rescue during the September
11 do events. Dr. Annette Rauch will help us prepare as a profession
for the role we play in animal cruelty investigations. The program
will conclude on Wednesday with two presentation that take us be
yond companion animals to the larger world of human-animal inter
actions. Dr. Jeff Boehm and Dr. Bill Boever will share their under
standing of the connection public aquaria and wo make with the
general public, and what it tells us about the human-animal bond.
Don'r miss a.ny of this exciting program.

tigation. A few likely suspects were quickly interviewed bur not
enough evidence was obtained. A massive media campaign was
launched, publishing Grace's plight and adverrising the $6,500
reward for a conviction of this crime. The reward pledges were
made by animal lovers from allover the United tates in hopes of
catching the monster that did this crime. A local television news
station covered the progress on Grace, along with numerous news
paper articles and Letters co the Edicor. Unfortunately no arrests
have ever been made in the case.

The amount ofpublic awareness and outrage at this incident,
propelled Virginia Partnership for Animal Welfare and Support
01A PAW) in the forefront of animal welfare issues in the ew
River Valley region ofVitginia. VA PAWS established "The Grace
Fund", to provide educational programs on the link becween
Animal Abuse and Human Violence. orne of our past events
were the WSLS Public Forum on animal cruelty laws in VA, a
Humane ociety of the U spon ored First trike Workshop with

ENTAUR held at the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of
Veterinary Medicine, a First Strike Follow-up workshop, visits to

local daycare and public schools, Animal Cruelty Ads in the local
paper and continuou Iy run Classified Ads about animal welfare.

Lila Borge Wills a Research Assistant in the Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife of the Conservation Management Institute at Virginia Tech
and President of the Virginia Partnership for Animal Welfare and Sup
port.

Our annual business meeting i scheduled in conjunction with
the program and will be held on Tuesday, July 22, from 4:30 pm to

6:00 pm in CIOS in the Convention Center. Anyone is welcome to

attend to learn more about our Association. Please hare informa
tion on the program and our busin meeting with your collea.gues
who might not be members. rudents are always welcome.

ee you in Denver.
incerely,

John ew, President

John C. New, Jr., DVM, MPH, DACVPM
Professor and Head (Acting), Department of Comparative
Medicine College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Tennessee.



Understanding Health Implications
Of Human-Animal Relationships

Using aFunctional Support Model

By N Robrina Walker

The majoriry of research thar has examined the effecrs of

animals on humans' physiological, social, or psychological

healrh has demonsuared some rype of beneficial effect. There

are some indicarions rhar rhese effecrs may be ar leasr parrially

dependent on other facrors, such as supporr from friends and

family, cognitions, and socioeconomic status. Unforrunately,

there may be an inherent flaw in rhis line of research, such that

there may be a selection bias for people who benefit from

animals ro be per owners and remain owners due ro it being a

rewarding experience for them. Therefore, furure research needs

ro include people representative of the wide range of possible

human-animal relationships CHAR) and measures thar may

influence health ourcomes, such as personaliry facrors and

social supporr. Only by broadening the scope of the research

conducted will we be able ro explore when animals are and are

not helpful. Ultimately, determining the conditions under

which animals are beneficial is imporrant in order ro determine

how ro improve failing human-animal relationships, whom

animals may most benefit, and further improve existing positive

relationships.

In order to help identify and understand the imporrant

aspects of the relationship ro guide future research,

operationalizing human-animal relationships within a

theoretical context is needed. Interactions with companion

animals have been postulated as being a rype of supporrive

relarionship; therefore, social supporr has been the

dominant orientation used ro explain the health benefits

ofHAR although ir has been incompletely specified thus

far. An examination of social support model from the

human literature was conducted in order ro determine

important consuucrs that can be applied ro HAR, possible

measures that can be adapted ro measure HAR~ and how

to furrher refine current measures ofHAR.

Pet ownership is a structural mea ure of social suPPOrt

and is a relatively srraightforward assessment. The more

qualitative aspects ofHAR can be reflected in the per

ceived funcrional measure of social supporr. Functions of

upPOrt include social companionship, esteem, informa

tional, instrumental, sratus and motivational suppOrt. To

some extent, each of these function may apply ro HAR,

Ekwn

although definitions may need ro be slightly modified in order

that non-verbal behaviors are included. ome of these func

tions, such as esteem and companionship, have been associared

with health outcomes, but the majoriry of them have not been

investigated. An evidence base for animals' associations with

human health is being built, but underlying mechanisms of

how HAR impact health have nor been rested, with few

exceptions. Potential mediarors of this relarionship include

behaviors, cognirions, emotions, and physiological processes.

For example, the function of social companionship may

increase self-confidence and self-esreem, positively impacting

psychological adjusrment and physical health.

Research into human-animal relationships has advanced

throughout the years, and the rime ro further advance ir by

utilizing a more clearly specified theoretical framework is at

hand. Using a social support model ro nor only test associations

between pet ownership and human health but al 0 how other

facror , such as socioeconomic srams, per onaliry factor, and

qualirative aspecrs of rhe relarionship, alrer the findings will be

important ro thoroughly undersrand when and how HAR are

beneficial. Using improved research methodologies will al 0

help legitimize rhe field of human-animal relationships ro tho e

who are more skeprical, furthering rhe porential impacr of this

field.

Robrina Walker, M.S. is a Doctoral student in Clinical Psychology at
Virginia Tech. Please e-mail her at nawalke2@vt.edu for references.
This article was a brief summary of a paper to be submitted for
publication later this year.
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Last Chance Project
Continued from page1

relinquishment to a shelter because of behavior problems.

As students studying psychology at Vuginia Tech and

researchers in the Center for Applied Behavior Systems

(CABS), we are also very interested in the effect living with

and training a dog has on the people involved. Therefore,

we will assess several aspects ofclient and staffbehavior and

emotional functioning throughout the project. The behav

ior of the clients and staffwill be measuted with behavioral

checklists, on which staff will record various behaviors of

the clients (e.g., rule compliance, social behavior, and work

roward treatment progress). The emotional functioning of

the clients and staffwill be assessed through completion of

self-report measures that assess things like self-esteem, op

timism, and perception of control.

The group home where the study will take place is an

eight-bedroom house in rural

northern Virginia, in which up

to eight adolescent girls live for

a period of 1 to 12 month. It

is a facility of the larger corpo

ration, Vanguard Services Un

limited. The clients are under

24-hour supervision, receive

treatment for ubstance abuse,

and learn life kills in order to

promote their ucce s in the community when they leave

treatment. Caring for and training the animal will be caught

as a life kill and a source to bring the clients together, to

enhance a feeling of belonging and community within the

home.

We are currently collecting baseline data at the group

home and the first dog is cheduled to enter the program

later this month. We expect this program will result in an

increased adoption rate at the participating shelter and, in

directly, decreased euthanasia. We al 0 expect that the cli

ents of the treatment facility will gain an added sense of

responsibility; learn Ie on in patience, anger and stress

management and problem-solving; experience a positive re

lationship with another living being; gain a sense of family

or community; and develop a sense of control over their

situation.

The project is a product ofa collaborative effort between

CAB ,Dr. Giroux of Deep Run Farm Retrievers, Ginger

Bennett and Judy Hagerman of the Facquier SPCA, and

Maeve 0' iell ofVanguard Services Unlimited. Although

the research will end after one year, our aim

is to make the project self-sustaining so dogs

can continue to receive training and clients

at the facility can continue to benefit from

the love ofan animal. To date, the project is

supported solely through donations of pet

supplies from various generous organiza

tions. To learn more about the project and

those involved, visit our website at

www.activelycaringwithanimals.com.

Looking ahead, this is a pilot study for a larger project to

be conducted in the fall of 2003. That project will study

thi proce s on a larger scale with residential treatment set

tings in southwest Virginia. The project will be conducted

by CABS and the Center for Animal-Human Relationships

(CE TAUR) , which is directed by Dr. Marie Suthers

McCabe. This is just one of several projects in which Dr.

uthers-McCabe is connecting Virginia Tech's Psychology

Department with CE TAUR in order to study the effects

of animals on human behavior.

Angela K. Fournier, M.S. is a Graduate Research Associate and Rachael
E. Budowle is an Undergraduate Research Assistant in the Center for
Applied Behavior Systems, Dept. of Psychology at Virginia Tech.



understanding of an owners' reaction to pet loss. Lectures on
grief and bereavement have been added to the first and third
year professional curriculum in order to aid students in
developing these skills.

A number of research studies have been conducted through
CENTAUR including Pet Loss Support Hotline Evaluation,
Interface Between Veterinarians and Mental Health Care
Providers, The Role of Handler Personality in Canine Detec
tion Team Performance, Character Education for Children
through the Human Animal Bond, Evaluation of the SFOA
Prison PUP Program, and Evaluation of Stress Response in
Horses Involved with Equine Assisted Psychotherapy. Research
studies have been presented at the 2003 Delta Society Annual
Conference and will be presented at the 2004 AVMA Conven
tion and the 2004 International Society for Anthrowology
Conference. In this issue, you will find an article on the
Evaluation of the SFOA Prison PUP Program and the afore
mentioned Role of Handler Personality in Canine Detection
Team Performance.

CE TAUR works
with graduate students
from Clinical Psychology,
Educational Leadership
& Policy, and
Transpersonal Psychol
ogy. Preliminary
Examination Papers have
included Companion
Animal Overpopulation:
Using ocial Cognitive
Theory to Understand
and Treat a Societal
Problem by Angela K
Fournier, M. . and
Understanding the
Health Implications of
Human-Animal Relation
ships using a Functional
Support Model by N.
Robrina Walker, M. . In
this issue you will find
articles written by two of
the graduate students
from the Psychology
Department.

This issue also includes
articles on Family Pet
Adoption Day, another
joint effort between
CENTAUR & VA PAWS
and Junior Vet Science

Thirum

Camp, a week long summer
program for youth. Also
highlighted is an Animal
Assisted Therapy in Educa
tion Certificate Program
that I developed during my
tenure as Program Director
of the Veterinary Technology
Program at Columbus State
Community College in
Ohio. I am happy to say
that my legacy there lives
on.

lt is my sincere hope that
you will enjoy this issue and
I hope to see you at our
Annual AAHABV Meeting at the AVMA Convention in
Denver, Tuesday and Wednesday, July 22 and 23, 2003.

Marie Suthers-McCabe, D.v.M., President Elect of AAHABV, is an
Associate Professor of Human-Companion Animal Interaction and
Director of the Center for Animal Human Relationships(CENTAUR) at
the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine,
Virginia Tech.
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4-H PetPALS
People and Animals Linking Successfully

By Marie Suthers-McCabe D. VM. and Lucinda B. Miller, M.S.

PetPALS is a 4-H program of Ohio tate University

Extension and the Center for Animal Human Relation

ship (CE TAUR) at Virginia Tech linking young people

and theit pets with senior adults. Supported by the lams

Company, 4-H PetPALS was developed utilizing the natu

ral bond between young people and animals to promote

po itive youth development. 4-H volunteers teach youth

the skills needed to interact with tesidents in healthcare

facilities, such as assisted living and nursing home facili

ties, to enhance intergenerational relationships. Youth also

learn about the physical changes associared with aging, as

well as medical conditions they may encounter while visit

ing. By applying the power of the human-animal bond,

young people learn to train and prepare their pet by learn

ing about animal behavior, animal handling techniques and

proper pet care so the youth-pet teams can then participate

in animal-assisted activities. 4-H PetPALS allows young

people to model the significance ofhuman companion ani

mal interaction and intergenerational relationships for resi

dents in healthcare facilities and the community at-large.

4-H PetPALS has an experientially based leader directed

curriculum. With the guidance of an adult leader, youth

move through 10 teps towards completing the curricu

lum. The Ie sons are designed to build upon each other,

like climbing a ladder. Members begin learning about hu

man-animal interactions in tep I, the lowest rung of the

ladder, and reach the top of the ladder in tep 10 by visit

ing a healthcate facility with their pets.

The step are:

tep 1: Introduction to Human-Animal Intetactions

tep 2: Understand Animal Behavior

tep 3: Identify Appropriate Animals

tep 4: Learn About enior Adult

tep 5: Decide Where to Visit

tep 6: Prepare Youth to Vi it

tep 7: Visit Without Pet

tep 8: Prepare Pets to Vi it

tep 9: Practice with Pets

tep 10: Visit with Pets

Desired Outcomes for
4-H PetPALS Members

A71i11Ull Skills

4-H'ers will

• Learn to select, socialize, and train their pets for animal-as-

isted activities.

• Understand and positively influence their pets' behaviors.

• Learn animal handling skills to enhance animal-assisted ac

tivities.

• Train pets at a level where they could be certified by Therapy

Dogs International; or Therapy Dogs, Inc., and ultimately by

the Delta ociety.

• Have more respect for their animals because of their worth.

Marie Suthers-McCabe, D.v.M., President Elect of AAHABV, is an
Associate Professor of Human-Companion Animal Interaction and
Director of the Center for Animal Human Relationships(CENTAUR)
at the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine,
Virginia Tech. Lucinda B. Miller, M.S. is an Assistant Professor and
Leader of the 4-H Small Animal and Youth-Companion Animal Inter
action Programs at The Ohio State University.
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The Human-Animal Bond-Now Mainstream
By Dr. Peter Eyre, Dean, Virginia-Maryland Regional College o/Veterinary Medicine

It wasn't that long ago that the phrase

"human-animal bond" seemed foreign

and unusual to many. Today, however,

there are few who hear this phrase

without experiencing an immediate sense

of the warmth, happiness and gratifica

tion people receive from their complex

and ever-evolving relationships with

companion animals.

It seems to me that the important

work done by the American Association

of Human-Animal Bond Veterinarians

has a great deal to do with this develop

ment. Your organization should be

commended for the leadership role you

have played in helping veterinary

professionals and members of the public

understand the profound importance,

mutuality and interdependence we enjoy

with our pets.

Greater understanding of this

relationship is making significant

contributions to animal and human

health and well-being in many ways.

The profession of veterinary medicine is

benefiting from gteater public awareness

of the human-animal bond as more

people are becoming better informed and

more con cientious custodians of their

pets' healrh. From geriatric populations

to those individuals facing special

opportunities and challenges, people are

becoming healthier, happier, and better

adjusred to change, thanks to the

uncondirionallove and devotion that

comes their way through interaction with

animals.

Here in the Virginia-Maryland

Regional College ofVeterinary Medicine,

we are proud to be nurturing the

Dr. Peter Eyre

development of an academic center thar

is dedicated to rhe study and the

promotion of greater understanding of

the human-animal bond. Thanks to the

energeric leadership of Dr. Marie

Suthers-McCabe, our Center for Animal

Human Relationships (CENTAUR) is

making importanr progress in rhis

fruitful area of inquiry.

With major funding from the

Dorothy A Metcalf Foundation of the

Eastern hore in Maryland, CE TAUR

is funding graduate education, research,

equipment, outreach and developing

many other programs that are illuminat

ing and magnifying the many advantage

of human-animal interaction. CE 

TAUR is developing programs that

examine the role of pets and family

violence, where violence against animals

is ofren a sentinel event for other forms

of domestic rrauma. CE TAUR is also

working with geriatric populations,

disasrer management, per bereavement,

therapeutic horseback riding and other

areas.

Here at Virginia Tech, CENTAUR

also serves as an important crucible for

outreach. Through outreach activiries

with social service agencies and other

organizations, Dr. uthers-McCabe has

worked with thousands of adults and

children on a variety of programs arising

from this nexus of human/animal

interaction. CENTAUR is also provid

ing posr-graduate residency opportunitie

for veterinarians and stewards a M. .

program in Human Companion Animal

Interacrion.

Finally, CENTAUR is conducting

important work thar reminds us of the

singular origins of all medicine. The

center organized and presented three

annual symposiums that examined

different aspecrs of human/animal

interaction and public health and well

being which were immen ely succe sful.

As a long randing dean and the 2003

2004 president of the American As ocia

tion of Veterinary Medical allege, I am

heartened by the important work being

accompli hed by CE TAUR, and of

course by the AAHABV

The world faces vexing challenge in

the year ahead. It seem to me that a

society that under tands the importance

of a healthy veterinary profession, rhe

linkages between human and animal

healthcare and the power and dignity of

the human-animal bond, will be well

prepared to deal with whatever lies

ahead.
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The American Association of
Human-Animal Bond Veterinarians
c/o Dr. Alice Villalobos
Editor-in-Chief, AAHABV Newsletter
VCA Coast Animal Hospital and Cancer Center
1560 Pacific Coast Highway
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Vet. Med. Library (Purdue)
Purdue School of Veterinary Med.
1240 Lynn Hall
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Mission Statement

To further awareness of the
human-anlmal bond
To further scientific progress
in the area of the human
animal bond
To further educational
opportunities In the area of
the human-animal bond
To encourage veterinary
participation In human
animal bond activities with
related organizations and
disciplines
To explore the potential for
establishing aveterinary
specialty in the area of the
human-animal bond
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All AAHABV members will be listed in the directory unless the member specifies otherwise. Please write checks to
AAHABV and send them to Dr. Tom Krall, St. Petersburg College, PO Box 13489, St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

Join the AAHABV Visit our website: www.aahabv.org

It's easy to join the American Association Human-Animal Bond Veterinarians.
Just fill out the form below.
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